Brad Freeman talks artists' books on March 31

Join us for a conversation on book arts with Brad Freeman, Associate Professor of Visual Studies at University of California, San Diego, and editor of *Journal of Artists' Books*, on Tuesday, March 31, from 4 to 6 p.m. in the Woodruff Library, Jones Room. He'll discuss his experiences as a book artist and as the printer who produced the first artist's book from Ruth Laxson and Nexus Press. A reception will follow.

Spring reading: Personal narratives in health care

Woodruff Health Sciences Center Library is highlighting several books in a spring reading display called "Compassionate Perspectives: Personal Narratives of Science and Health Care." A large reading list is showcased on a section of the display wall, including books, and audiobooks available for checkout with an active Emory ID. However, for those who don't have an active Emory ID, this makes a great reading list to find those selections elsewhere.

Remembering James Hatch, collector of African American arts history

Emory Libraries and the Emory community are remembering African American arts historian James Hatch, who passed away last month. Hatch and his wife, artist and filmmaker Camille Billops, established the Billops-Hatch Archives at Emory's Rose Library.

Nikki Giovanni event now on YouTube

Poet Nikki Giovanni drew a record crowd to the Schwartz Center for her February 22 reading and humorous commentary. The video of the event is now on YouTube.
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